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ABSTRACTThe problem of advaned intersetion management is beingdisovered as a promising appliation �eld for multiagenttehnology. In this ontext, drivers interat autonomouslywith a oordination faility that ontrols the tra� �owthrough an intersetion, with the aim of avoiding ollisionsand minimizing delays. This is partiularly interesting forthe ase of autonomous vehiles that are ontrolled entirelyby agents, a senario that will beome possible in the nearfuture.In this paper, we seize the opportunities for multiagentlearning o�ered by suh a senario, by introduing a oordi-nation mehanism where teams of agents deentrally oordi-nate their veloities when approahing the intersetion. Weshow that this approah enables the agents to improve theintersetion e�ieny, by reduing the average travel timeand so alleviating tra� ongestions.
1. INTRODUCTIONTra� ongestion is a ostly problem of ities in all de-veloped ountries. Many human-entered instruments andsolutions (e.g. message signs, temporary lane losings, max-imum veloity hanges), are deployed in highways and roadsin order to speed up the tra� �ow. Nevertheless, in linewith the reent advanes of telemati infrastrutures, theproblem of road tra� management is being disovered asa promising appliation �eld for multiagent tehnology [1℄.Multiagent systems (MAS) are the ideal andidates for theimplementation of road tra� management systems, due tothe intrinsially distributed nature of tra�-related prob-lems.In this ontext, the problem of advaned intersetion man-agement, where drivers interat autonomously with a oor-dination faility that ontrols the tra� �ow through an in-tersetion so as to avoid ollisions while minimizing delays,is reeiving more and more attention.In [2℄ is presented a reservation-based system in whihvehiles request an intersetion manager to reserve the ne-essary time slots during whih they may pass through theintersetion. This work opens many possibilities for multi-agent learning, with the goal of improving the e�ieny ofintersetions.

In this paper, we present a oordination mehanism basedon Probability Colletives (PC) [10℄. With suh an ap-proah, teams of agents deentrally oordinate their veloi-ties during their approximation to the intersetion, with theaim of reduing the average travel time by making better,non-on�iting, reservations.The paper is strutured as follows: in setion 2 we presentthe intersetion management problem, as proposed by Dres-ner and Stone [2, 3℄; in setion 3 we introdue our proposalfor making the agents learn to oordinate their ations inorder to improve the intersetion e�ieny; in setion 4 weshow the results of the experiments and we disuss the pos-sibility of improving them. Finally in setion 5 onlusionsand future work is outlined.
2. RESERVATION-BASED INTERSECTION

MANAGEMENTThe reservation-based system proposed in [2℄ onsists oftwo di�erent kind of agents: intersetion managers and driveragents. An intersetion manager is responsible for managingthe vehiles that want to pass through the intersetion, byassigning the neessary time slots; a driver agent is respon-sible for ontrolling the vehiles to whih it is assigned.Eah driver agent, when approahing the intersetion, �allsahead� the intersetion manager and requests a reservationof spae and time in the intersetion. Suh a request on-tains the neessary information to simulate the vehile jour-ney through the intersetion, suh as the vehile properties(vehile ID, vehile size,. . . ) as well as some properties ofthe proposed reservation (arrival time, arrival veloity, typeof turn, arrival lane, arrival road segment,. . . ).The intersetion manager then determines whether or nota request is feasible, by heking the on�rmed reservationsthat are stored in its database. If the request is on�rmed bythe intersetion manager, the driver agent stores the reser-vation details and tries to meet them. Otherwise, it slowsdown and makes another request at a later time.The reservation system o�ers many opportunities for im-proving the e�ieny of intersetion, by inorporating learn-ing mehanisms in the agents of suh senario [4℄. For ex-ample, sine the intersetion manager serves the requests ina ��rst-ome-�rst-served� fashion, it is possible to relax thisonstraint and allow the intersetion manager to respond torequests at a later time. In this way the intersetion man-ager an evaluate more ompeting requests at the same timeand make a more well-informed deision.While the learning opportunities for the intersetion man-ager are of the form of single agent learning, the very multi-



agent learning opportunities reside in the driver agents. Inthe urrent implementation, driver agents must estimate thearrival time at the intersetion, the arrival veloity, the ar-rival lane . . . without ommuniation nor oordination withthe other driver agents; eah agent makes its request on thebasis of its atual veloity, and, if the request is rejeted, thedriver slows down and tries again. On the other hand, byletting the agents form teams and oordinate their ations,we provide them with more information that they use tomake deisions.
2.1 Intersection modelWe started from the model of intersetion managementproposed by Dresner and Stone [2, 3℄. A driver agent an-not ross the intersetion without a on�rmed reservation.For this reason, we assume that when it reahes a minimumdistane to the intersetion, it is obliged to start makingreservation requests. If a driver agents arrives at the inter-setion without a on�rmed reservation, it stops and keepstrying to �nd a time slot when it may pass. The full�lmentor not of this norm is not guaranteed by any authority. Sim-ply it is assumed that the driver agents are rational and thatit is not onvenient for them to risk a rash by rossing theintersetion without a on�rmed reservation.If a request is on�rmed by the intersetion manager, thedriver agent ontinuosly heks if it an meet the requestonditions. If it realizes that is not able to meet them, dueto the tra� onditions, it anels its reservation by sendinga message to the intersetion manager, and prepares a newreservation request. Again, doing so is in its interest beausea driver agent an only have one reservation, and a on�rmedreservation that is not possible to meet is useless to hold.
2.2 Agent modelOur environment imposes a series of onstraints on theagent behaviour. We assume that eah driver agent has apreferred veloity whih tries to keep along the entire jour-ney. We also assume that when a vehile appears in a laneof a road segment, it annot hange it during the approahto the intersetion1. In this way, if a front vehile proeedsat a lower veloity, the following vehile is obliged to slowdown. Furthermore, as demonstrated in [3℄, it is not on-venient that the driver agents ould turn from any lane, soin our model turning right (respetively left) is only possi-ble from the rightmost (respetively leftmost) lane of a roadsegment.The ations that a driver agent an autonomously take arerelated to the veloity at whih it rosses the intersetion.In partiular, an agent ould set its veloity to a value inthe (disretized) interval [1, preferredV elocity].So, for the generi driver agent ai, the variable xi thatde�nes its ation is

xi = 〈vehicleID, direction, lane,
turn, arrivalT imeAtIntersection,
arrivalV elocityAtIntersection〉The �eld arrivalT imeAtIntersection is impliitly set bythe spei� arrivalV elocityAtIntersection, while the �elds

vehicleID, direction, lane and turn are onstant parame-ters.1This is a feature that we plan to remove from the model inthe future.

We assume that there are no misunderstandings regardingthe ontology that desribes the geometri on�guration ofthe intersetion, e.g. the lane 3 along the North diretionorresponds to the same physial lane for every vehile.
3. LEARNING TO COORDINATE

3.1 Global objectiveTo improve the e�ieny of the intersetion, we take theperspetive of a system designer, whose goal is minimiz-ing the travel time of the vehiles. The travel time for thegeneri driver agent ai depends not only on its veloity whilerossing the intersetion, but also on the on�its that mayour among di�erent ompeting requests.Let C be a set of driver agents, C = {a1, a2, . . . , an}. Eahagent an take an ation of the form de�ned in setion 2.2.So, the vetor x = 〈x1, x2, . . . , xn〉 de�nes the joint ationof this set of agents. A possible funtion 2 that rates �howgood� is a joint ation, from the system designer perspetive,is
G(x) = (1 + P (x)) ·D(x) (1)where P (x) is the number of ollisions resulting from thefull joint ation x, and D(x) is the time spent by the agentsto ross the intersetion. We remark that a generi jointation x ontains all the neessary information to simulatethe agent journeys through the intersetion, in the sameway it is done by the intersetion manager, so that is is alsopossible to alulate the number of on�its among them aswell as the travel time.

3.2 Agent private utilityThe multiagent learning hallenge here is making agentslearn to at in an environment that is not merely a blak-boxthat produes a reward for every ation taken by the agent,but it is atually omposed of other learning agents, i.e. thereward an agent reeives for its ations depends also on theations of other agents. So there is a strit relation betweenthe private utility funtion of a single agent and the globalobjetive of the system.A reent advane in this diretion is that proposed by theCOlletive INtelligene (COIN) [7, 8, 9℄ framework. The aimof COIN is studying the properties that a utility funtion ofa learning agent situated in a multiagent environment mustmeet. COIN introdued the onepts of fatoredness andlearnability of an agent private utility funtion. A privateutility funtion gi is meant to be fatored if it is aligned withthe global utility G, i.e. if the private utility inreases, theglobal utility does the same. Furthermore, it has to be easilylearnable, i.e. it must enable the agent to distinguish its on-tribution to the global utility from that of the other agents.For example, the Team Games Utility, TGUi(x) = G(x),is trivially aligned, but is poorly learnable. If for exampleagent ai takes an ation that atually improves the globalutility, while all the other agents take ations that worsenthe global utility, agent ai wrongly believes that its ationwas bad.2It is possible to formulate other objetive funtions thattake in onsideration di�erent relationship between ollisionsand time, as well as inluding other aspets, suh as onges-tion or lane hanges.



Better results have been obtained [9℄ with the Di�ereneUtility (DU), de�ned as follows:
DUi(x) = G(x)−G(CLi(x)) (2)where x if the joint ation of the olletive, G(x) is theglobal utility derived from suh joint ation, and G(CLi(x))is the �virtual� joint ation formed by replaing with a on-stant fator c all the omponents of x a�eted by agent ai. Ifthis onstant is −→0 , i.e. the null ation, the DU is equivalentto the global utility minus the global utility that would havearisen if the agent ai had been removed from the system.Suh an utility funtion is aligned with the global utility;in fat, sine the seond term in equation 2 does not dependon the ation taken by agent ai, any ation that improves

DUi(x) also improves the global utility G(x). Furthermore,it is more learnable than TGU beause, by removing agent
ai from the dynamis of the system, it provides a learersignal to agent ai.In the ase of intersetion management, the driver agentomputes the DUi(x) as follows:
DUi(x) = (1 + P (x)) ·D(x)− (1 + P (CLi(x))) ·D(CLi(x)))where CLi(x) = 〈x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn〉

3.3 Probability Collectives (PC)One the agents in a olletive have been provided with�well-designed� private utility funtions, many methods areavailable for supporting the agent deision making, suh asreinforement learning [5℄. In this paper we draw upon anovel method alled Probability Colletives (PC) [10℄, whihhas been developed within the COIN [7, 8, 9℄ framework,for the agent deision making. PC replaes the searh forthe most valuable ation aross the spae of ations withthe searh aross the spae of probability distributions overthose ations. In other words, PC aims at learning the agentdeision strategies that maximize the global objetive.Formally, let C = {a1, a2, . . . , an} be a olletive of nagents. Eah agent ai an take an ation by setting its ationvariable xi, whih an take on �nite number of values fromthe set Xi. So these |Xi| possible values onstitute the ationspae of the agent ai. The variable of the joint set of n agentsdesribing the olletive ation is x = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} ∈ X,with X = X1 ×X2 × ...×Xn.Given that eah agent has a probability distribution (i.e.mixed strategy in game theory sense) over its possible a-tions, qi(xi), the goal of PC is to indue a produt distribu-tion q =
Q

i
qi(xi) that is highly peaked around the x thatmaximize the objetive funtion of the problem, and thenobtaining the optimized solution x by sampling q.The main result of PC is that the best estimation of thedistribution qi that generates the highest expeted utilityvalues is the minimizer3 of the Maxent Lagrangian (one foreah agent):
Li(qi) = Eq[gi(x)]− T · S(qi) (3)where qi is the agent probability distribution over theagent ai ations, xi; gi(x) is the agent ai private utility fun-3Without loss of generality, the global utility funtion isonsidered as a �ost� to be minimized, by simply �ippingthe sign of the utility value

tion (e.g. theDi�erene Utility de�ned in equation 2), whihmaps a joint ation into the real numbers; the term Eq[gi(x)]is the expeted utility value for agent ai, subjeted to its a-tion and the ations of all the agents other than ai; S(qi)is the Shannon entropy assoiated with the distribution qi,
S(qi) = −

P
xi

qi(xi) ln[qi(xi)]; T is an inverse Lagrangianmultiplier, whih an be treated as a �temperature�: hightemperature implies high unertainty, i.e. exploration, whilelow temperature implies low unertainty, i.e exploitation.Sine the Maxent Lagrangian is a real valued funtion ofa real valued vetor, it is possible to use gradient desentor Newton methods for its minimization. Using Newtonmethods, the following update rule is obtained:
qt+1

i = qt
i − αqt

i × {
Eq[gi|xi]− Eq[gi]

T
+ S(qt

i) + ln[qt
i ]} (4)where Eq[gi] is the expeted utility, Eq[gi|xi] is the ex-peted utility assoiated with eah of the agent ai's possibleations, and α is the update step. Equation 4 shows how theagents should modify their distributions in order to jointlyimplement a step in the steepest desent diretion of theMaxent Lagrangian.Sine at any time step t, an agent might not know theother agents' distributions, in this ase it wouldn't be ableto evaluate any expeted value of gi, beause they depend onthe full probability distribution q. Those expetation valuesan be estimated by repeated Monte Carlo sampling of thedistribution q to produe a set of (x; gi(x)) pairs. Eah agent

ai then uses these pairs to estimate the values Eq[gi|xi], forexample by uniform averaging of the gi values in the samplesassoiated with eah possible ation.
3.4 PC for intersection managementPC is a broad framework for the analysis, ontrol and op-timization of distributed systems that o�ers new approahesto problems. Nevertheless, in order to be atually instanti-ated in a partiular domain, several design deisions mustbe made.Sine the entire framework is based on the Monte Carlo-based estimation of the produt distribution that maximizesthe global objetive, it is neessary to have a ommunia-tion struture that enables to build the set of sampled jointations. For example in [6℄ suh a set is onstruted usinga token-ring message passing arhiteture. In this work, weopted for letting the agents asynhronously request the otheragents in the olletive to sample their distributions. Theneah agent onstruts loally its set of sampled joint ationsand uses them to update its distribution with equation 4.We assume that the agents truthfully sample their distri-butions without manipulation, even if investigating how anagent an exploit the oordination mehanism for its pur-poses deserves a further analysis.Another design deision is the setting of the initial tem-perature T and the initial probability distribution qi. Theinitial temperature usually depends on the partiular do-main, beause its order of magnitude is stritly related withthe expeted utility values (see equation 4). In our exper-iments we set the initial temperature to 1. On the otherhand, the initial probability distribution qi is usually ini-tialized with the maximum entropy distribution, i.e. theuniform distribution over the ation spae Xi. In this waywe don't make any assumptions about the desiderability ofa partiular ation and all the ations are equiprobable.



Usually, the Lagrangian minimization proeeds as follows:for a given temperature T , the agents jointly implement astep in the steepest desent diretion of the Maxent La-grangian using equation 4. Then the temperature is slightlyredued, and the proess ontinues, until a minimum tem-perature is reahed. The annealing shedule we implementedwas geometrially reduing the temperature T as long as adriver agent approahes the point after whih it is obligedto send a request to the intersetion manager, as desribedin setion 2.1. When a driver agent arrives at that point, itevaluates the ation with the highest probability, sets its ve-loity aordingly (see setion 2.2) and makes a reservationrequest with the given veloity.Algorithm 1 skethes the algorithmi struture of an agentprogram that implements PC for the intersetion manage-ment problem. The algorithm starts initializing the tem-perature T and the probability distribution qi (line 01 and02). The main loop ontrols the annealing shedule of thetemperature T (line 09), until the driver agents reahes theminimum distane to the intersetion (line 03).The minimization of Li for a �xed temperature is aom-plished by repeatedly determining all the onditional ex-peted values Eq[gi|xi] (line 06) and then using these valuesto update the distribution (line 07). Suh values are ob-tained by requesting samples to the agents in the olletive(line 04) and storing them when they are reeived (line 10),in order to have an estimation of the entire distribution q.At the end of the algorithm, agent ai selets its �best�ation by sampling the distribution qi or diretly seletingthe ation with the highest probability, and then store therequest that will be sent to the intersetion manager.From this point on, the agent starts to behave like inthe reservation-based senario desribed in setion 2 (formore details, see [2, 3℄). It sends reservation requests to theintersetion manager, until it reeives a on�rmation or arefuse message. In the �rst ase, the driver agent stores thereservation details and tries to meet them. Otherwise, itdereases its veloity and makes another request in the nextstep.A driver agent is not allowed to ross the intersetion withan out-of-date reservation or without reservation at all. Aon�rmed reservation goes out-of-date if the agent is notable to meet its details, i.e. the agent annot be at theintersetion at the time spei�ed in the reservation, due tothe tra� onditions. In this ase, the driver agent ananel the reservation with the intersetion manager andmake a new one, whose onstraints it is able to meet.If an agent arrives at the intersetion with no on�rmedand valid reservation, it is obliged to stop at the intersetion.At this point, the driver agent is only allowed to proposereservations for the time slots in the near future.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSIn this setion we present the results of the experimentsonduted with the simulator of a 4-ways-3-lanes interse-tion (see �gure 1). The metri we used to evaluate the e�-ieny of the intersetion was the average travel time of a setof vehiles. During the simulation, a total of 100 vehiles aregenerated using a Poisson distribution f(k, λ) = λke−λ/k!,where λ is the number of expeted ourenes (i.e. vehiles)in a given interval. In all the experiments, the λ parame-ter is kept �xed, while we progressively redue the interval,simulating in this way di�erent (inreasing) tra� densities

Algorithm 1 PC for intersetion management01: T ← 102: qi ← uniformDistribution03: while minimum distane not reahed do04: requestMCsamples05: if m not empty then06: e ← evalConditionalExpetations(m)07: qi ← updateQ(e)08: end if09: T ← updateT10: m← storeInomingMCSamples11: end while12:13: bxi ← mostProbableAtion14: velocity ← bxi.arrivalV elocityAtIntersection15: store request R = 〈vehicleID, direction, lane,
turn, arrivalT imeAtIntersection,velocity〉Eah spawned vehile has a preferred veloity, whose valueis generated randomly using a gaussian distribution with

µ = 3 and σ2 = 1, and the maximum allowed veloity wasset to 10.

Figure 1: Simulator snapshotOne hallenge in the implementation of the oordinationmehanism was oping with the extreme dynami and asyn-hronous nature of the system, as well as with the on-straints imposed by the real-time.Furthermore, while in multiagent reinforement learningit is assumed that in every learning episode the set of agentsremains the same, in this ase this assumption does not hold,beause the set of learning agents is reated dynamially.One a driver agent appears in the managed area, its IDis stored by the road infrastruture. Then the road infras-truuture periodially ommuniates the set of olleted IDsto the agents, in order to reate olletive of oordinatingagents.In �gure 2 we plotted the average travel time of 20 experi-ments for two di�erent on�gurations. In one on�guration,eah driver agent ommuniates exlusively with the inter-setion manager by making reservation requests solely onthe basis of its knowledge; in the other on�guration, the



driver agents implement the oordination mehanism beforestarting making reservation requests.If the tra� density is low, the average travel time ofthe two on�gurations is approximatively the same. Thisis reasonable, sine with low tra� density few reservationrequests are rejeted, so no previous oordination is needed.Similarly, with high tra� density the average travel timetends to be the same for the two on�gurations. Again thisis reasonable, beause the intersetion tends to be saturatedby vehiles stopped at the intersetion, waiting for its reser-vation request to be on�rmed.On the other hand, it is notieable a tra� density intervalwhere the oordination between driver agents bene�ts theintersetion system by reduing the average travel time upto approximatively the 7% (see �gure 3).

Figure 2: Average travel time

Figure 3: Average travel time redutionNotwithstanding, there is spae for further possible im-provements of the agents learning apabilities. Firstly, theagent ation spae to at in the environment is quite re-dued, sine it an only set the veloity at whih it intendsto ross the intersetion. For example, if there is a on�rmedreservation of a very slow vehile, whih oupies the inter-setion for many time slots, it is reasonable to think thatthere is no way for an approahing agent to make a requestthat will not be refused, no matter the veloity it proposes.So, a possible improvement ould derive from giving theagents the possibility of hanging its lane.Furthermore, with the agent model desribed in setion 3,a olletive of agent searhes the produt distribution q to

maximize a global utility funtion G(x). This is a funtion ofthe joint ation x, and do not take in onsideration externalfators (i.e. noise). In the domain of the intersetion man-agement, for a given x = 〈x1, x2, . . . , xn〉, an agent is onlyable to evaluate the number of on�its that ours amongthe xis and their travel times, by simulating the journey ofeah agent ai through the intersetion. If for example the in-tersetion is saturated due to a rash, or it has been reservedby very slow vehiles, the olletive is not able to reat tothese events and adjust its olletive behaviour, sine it doesnot have suh information.A way to irumvent this problem is modifying the stru-ture of the global utility as a funtion of a 2-players gamebetween the olletive and the external world. At eah timestep, the olletive sets its joint ation x, while the worldplays y. Suh a vetor y ontains any external informa-tion not diretly under ontrol of the olletive. Then theglobal objetive G(z) is alulated, as a funtion of the fullvetor z = 〈x, y〉. In the domain of the intersetion man-agement, the vetor y ould ontain information about thetra� onditions in front of eah driver agent, or about theon�rmed reservations that the intersetion manager has inits database. Nevertheless, suh modi�ation ould haveside e�ets that may worsen the learning rather than im-proving it.Another issue that it is worth mentioning is that the mul-tiagent learning performed by the driver agents omes as asort of oordination on-the-�y: an agent does not learn fromthe behaviours of the other agents that it observes, rathersuh information is expliitly provided by exhanging sam-ples of the agents' distributions. This setting speeds up thelearning, although it has an assoiated ost for the ommu-niation overhead. Basially the key point for an agent isevaluating the expeted utility of its ations, Eq[gi|xi] (seeequation 4). Within this formalization, suh a value is ob-tained using an estimation of the joint distribution q, byusing the samples provided by all the agents.If we remove the ommuniation between agents, the onlyway for an agent to evaluate the expeted utility Eq[gi|xi] isatually exeuting di�erent ations in several episodes (i.e.rossing the intersetion several times at di�erent veloities),then using the utility values of the di�erent ations it hasexeuted in these episodes to ompute Eq[gi|xi] and adaptits mixed strategy qi. Within this formalization, no ommu-niation is needed, although the learning proess will takemuh more time.
5. CONCLUSIONSThis paper showed that the intersetion management prob-lem o�ers many opportunities for multiagent learning [4℄.In partiular, we started from the COIN framework for thede�nition of agent private utilities, and we applied Probabil-ity Colletives to make the agents learn to oordinate theiration. The preliminary experiments showed some improve-ments of the intersetion e�ieny, with a redution of theaverage travel time for a given tra� density interval.Future works inludes evaluating the model under di�er-ent metris (e.g. delay, ongestion, number of refused reser-vation. . . ), onsidering di�erent private utility funtions andglobal objetives, as well as modifying the model as de-sribed in setion 4. More generally, the road tra� manage-ment senario is open to a plethora of interesting researhlines, from the study of �ooperative vs ompetitive� agent



behaviour, to the impat of �maliious� agents that try toexploit the oordination mehanism.
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